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DIGEST:

Low bidder's failure to acknowledge
amendmnent wh-ich merely corrected
minor solicitation discrepancy IinI ~~~~alphabetical designations identi-
fying applicable drawings may be
waived since lopies of drawings
attached to solicitation and appli-
cable military specifications listed
in solicitation otherwise clearly
descrih~d requirement.

AMlS Manufacturing Incorporated (AMlS) protests
award of a contract to Zarn, Inc. (Zarn), under invita-
tion for bids (1F13) No. DbA100-81-1l-1467 issued by the
Defense Personnel Support Center, Philadelphia, Penn-
sylvania, for 814,980 plastic water canteens, I. quart,
-with "M-l cap." Ail-S alleges that Zarn failed to acknowl-
edge a material amendment involving the canteen cap and,
therefore, the bid of Zarn is nonresponsive. We deny the
protest.

Section "13" of the solicitation listing "supplies/
services and prices" required the canteens to have 1.1-1
caps--a cap which, according to the protester, permits
use of a canteen while a soldier is wearing a gas masK
unlike previous canteens which use a "Screw Cap." The
details of the 11-1 cap were showr. on a microfiche copy
of draving 8-1l-33, attached to the IFB. This drawing
was entitled "Canteen, Vater, Plastic, With Screw Cap."
Another drawing (No. 8l-J-4), attachcd to the IFB, showed
the plastic strap which connects the cap to the canteen's
neck.

References to the M14- cap were also fcnind on the
IBs cover sheet and in the first paragraph of the IFB's

section "1C," Specification Data. This paragraph stated
* ~~~that the canteen, with M4-1 cap, was to be furnished in

accordance with military specification MIL-C-43103C,
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June 1980, 'except that certain deviations were to apply,
none of which affected the configuration of the M-1 cap,

Two other references to the cap nf the canteen were
found in sqction "C," One reference was to another appli-
cable military specification which als) contained tile
f1-1 designatiDn. However, the other reference did not
mention the fll- cap, but rather referred to a "Screw Cap,"
Thin reference was contained in the narrative description
of the two drawings noted above, attached to the IFB.
The description reads, as follows;

"Drawings

8-1-33, Rev. G Canteen, Water, Plastic,
With Screw Cap, Assembly
And Derails, 6/16/80

8-1-34, Rev. D Canteen, Water, Plastic,
With Screw-Cap, Details
6/16/80"

Before bid opening, the procuring activity became
aware that the description of the two drawings in section
"C" was erroneous. Drawing 8-1-33, showing the details
of the Ml-1 cap, is accurately referred to only by revi-
sion "H,"' rather than revision "G" (dated October 1,
1975), because the M-1 cap details were established by
revision "H"--the last revision to the drawing. Drawing
8-1-34, showing only th3 canteen's plastic strap, is
accurately referred to only by revision "E," which
replaced revision "D" (dates January 2, 1374) of the prior
drawing. (According t., the protester, the earliet drawing
8-1-34, revision "I'," provided "details of the strap and
old cap.")

Therefore, the contracting officer issued IFB amend-
ment 0001, which substituted the correct revision letters
for these drawings and continued the same bid opening date.

On bid opening, four bids were received. AMS was
second low bidder. Zarn was the apparent low bidder, but
failed to acknowledge the amendment; nevertheless, the
procuring agency considered the failure to be waivable
as a minor informality and subsequently awarded the con-
tract to Zarn.

AMS's position is that amendment 0001 was material
because it admittedly renolved an inaccuracy in the IFB.
AtIS alsb refers to a statement in the procuring agency's
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report on its protest that the IFB's original description
of the drawings in section "C" was "contradictory,"

The procuring agency insists, however, that the IFB
taken as a whole obviously made it cleter that an M-1 cap
was required; therefore, the amendment "merely clarified
a minor contradiction and was not a material change requir-,
ing acknowledgment."

We conclude the amendment was nGt matnerial and, there-
forA, Zarn's failure to acknowlege t'ie amendment was prop-
erly waivable as a minor informality,

The only mention of a "Screw Cap" instead of an N-1
cap is found in section "C"'s cescription oil the drawings;
Qy contrast, the rest of the IFB--including all app]icable
inilitaty specifications--uniformly refer to an tN-] cap,
Moreover, microfiche copies of the drawingb showed only
the N1-1 cap and associated strap. Although drawing
8-1-33, as currently revised, still contains a "Screw
Cap" designation (a designation, we trust, which iuill be
eliminated), the requirement for an M1-1 cap was reasonably
evident in the original IP13, notwithstanding the minor
contradictions noted. Therefore, Zarn's failure to
acknowledge this amendment was properly waived as a minor
informality. See Arrowhead Linen Service, D-194496,
January 17, 1980, 80-1 CPD 54.

We deny the protest.
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